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Kennesaw State University

The Johnson Library at the Marietta campus has several new staff. Rosemary Humphrey is the new library assistant for interlibrary loan and GIL Express. Elisabeth Ivey is the new evening support staff member for access services. Crystal Renfro is the new Graduate Engineering Librarian.

The Kennesaw campus librarians, Ashley Dupuy and Chris Sharpe did a presentation with Oglethorpe University librarian, Eli Arnold at the LOEX conference held in Denver April 30–May 2, 2015. The “refreshing” title of their presentation was, “Three Classes On Tap: Brewing Library Instruction Through Collaboration.” The conference theme was craft beer.

Amanda Albert and Rita Spisak, librarians at the Kennesaw campus, presented at the AABIG conference June 12 in Athens. Amanda’s presentation was "Creating Community Conversations: Building Intercampus Partnerships to Communicate Library Value." Rita did a Pecha Kucha entitled “– Once Upon a Time: A Story of a Librarian and a Literature Conference.”

The Sturgis Library at the Kennesaw campus closed the ground floor of the library for renovations in April. The project should be completed at the end of July. The information commons and the access services department will be moved to this floor. A new library entrance will be created facing the Carmichael Student Center. The first floor of the library will begin renovations in August.